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Abstract - -The numerical solution of a stiff" two-point boundary value problem is considered where 
a general procedure to automate the allocation of mesh points is obtained. This procedure requires 
negligible prerequisites to the problem. The automation is achieved by constructing a diffeomorphism 
%b acting on the dowmln of the independent variable. This ¢ smoothe out the sharp corners in 
the solution while it leaves the domain boundary and the boundary conditions unchanged. The 
diffeomorphism is defined by differential equations which are coupled with the original equations to 
form an augmented system. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper deals with linear or nonlinear two-point boundary value problems for a system of n 
differential equations 
dy F(t, y), a < t < b, 
dt 
B(y(a), y(b)) - 0 (1) 
where yT = (Yl, Y2,... ,Yn) is a given vector. Stiff problems of this type are difficult to solve 
numerically. Under such circumstances, the solution either (a) exhibits small sensitive regions 
where rapid changes of the solution occur (the so-called boundary or interior layers), or (b) have 
turning points where rapid changes of the derivative occur. In general, the use of a uniform mesh 
is not suitable for such problems. For this reason, the generation of an adaptive nonuniform 
mesh has been the object of investigation for some time. Certain efforts have been made towards 
this end, for instance, the matching of a numerical solution with the exponential behavior of its 
corresponding analytic solution of a linearized problem in the neighborhood of the singularity, 
the employment of analytic properties of the linear equations themselves, and the utilization of 
information pertaining to the locations of the sensitive regions. Furthermore, some suggested 
schemes may require the absence of turning points and oscillations while other schemes may 
permit applications to only specific types of equations (e.g. Riccati, linear, ... ) (see for example 
[1-4]). 
Thus, the primary objective of this note is to automate the allocation of mesh points, with 
the intention that a larger cluster of points appear at the "sensitive" regions. This automation 
would require negligible prerequisites to the system and its solution, and could be applied to any 
stiff two-point boundary value problem (at least in principle). 
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2. UNIFORMIZAT ION 
Our approach for such problems is to rewrite the equations using a new coordinate system 
prior to discretization. The new coordinate system is designed to stretch the independent and/or 
dependent variables so that the solution is smoother. The transformed problem can then be 
solved by any appropriate numerical method. In this note, the finite difference method with 
uniform mesh is used. In the sequel, we shall study a method of constructing the new coordinate 
system in which only the independent variable t in (I) is transformed (stretched) to u using a 
diffeomorphism. By a diffeomorphism F, we mean that F is one-to-one on [a,b] and F and F -I 
are continuously differentiable on [a, b] and F([a, b]), respectively. 
Let ¢ be a diffeomorphism from a u-domain [a,b] to the t -domain [a, hi. It is essential to note 
that the derivative du/dt = 1/¢'(u) (¢'(u) > 0) represents the "density" of the images in the 
t-space of a set of uniformly distributed points in the u-space. This set of points may correspond 
to the uniform mesh of a certain discretization which might be applied to the u-space. Our goal 
is the "uniformization" of the solution by constructing an appropriate diffeomorphism ¢. Here, 
by uniformization, we mean the reduction of variations of slope and curvature of the solution 
curve. This new variable u (u = ¢- l ( t ) )  leads to a nonuniform esh in the old variable t, as will 
be demonstrated in the next two sections. 
3. A MATHEMATICAL  FORMULAT ION 
The following is a framework for the construction of the diffeomorphism t = ¢(u) from [a, b] 
to [a, b] for the system (1). The idea is to build an augmented system (as a result, the dimen- 
sion of the solution space can increase). Consider an intermediate variable s on [c, d]. Firstly, 
we construct a diffeomorphism t = p(s) from [c, d] to [a, b] whose inverse is a solution of an 
initial value problem: 
d8 
d-i = Q(t, y), 
s(a) -- e 
(Q>O, a<t<b)  
(2) 
which is coupled with (1), where Q > 0 is a continuous "density function" to be constructed. The 
value of d is set to p(b). The values c and d are not important o the final result. Secondly, we 
scale [c, d] back to [a, b] by the linear diffeomorphism s = q(u) from [a, b] to [c, d] being a solution 
of the boundary value problem 
d2 s 
du 2 -" 0, a < u < b 
s(a)  = c, s(b) = d (3) 
which is also coupled with (1). The desired diffeomorphism ¢ is the composition of p and q; 
that is, ¢ = po q. With a properly constructed ¢, the sharp turning points or interior/boundary 
layers should disappear in the augmented and transformed system (1), (2), and (3). 
Let wl = t, w2 = y, w3 = s, and w4 = ds/du. The system becomes 
dwl w4 
du - = a, 
dw2 _ w4F(wl,w2) 
du Q(wl ,  w2) '  l(b) = b, 
dw3 
du = w4, B(w2(a), w2(b)) = O, 
dw4 
du =0'  wa(a)=c  (c to be chosen) 
a<u<b 
Here, we have obtained an autonomous system by introducing a new dependent variable wl which 
is really the independent variable t in disguise. 
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4. A MODEL PROBLEM 
Here, we describe a concrete construction of the diffeomorphism ¢ for the following general 
boundary value problem of a second-order nonlinear equation. 
y" = P(t ,  y, y'), a < t < b, 
Bl(yCa),y(b))  = O, B2(y(a) ,y(b))  = 0. (4) 
First, we shall deal with the "sensitive regions". Our approach is to map the points in the 
t-space onto the solution curve by the use of a diffeomorphism p. Based upon this idea, we 
could choose a density function Q(t ,y )  = constx/1 + y,2. With this choice, the variable s in 
Equation (2) represents the arc - length parametrization of y. One can easily see that the 
mapping of a uniform mesh (As = constant) on the solution curve back into the t-space leads 
to a good nonuniform mesh. Next, in considering the turning points where the curves possess 
large curvatures, we could set 
Q(t, y) = r(a AL  + ~ CUR) ,  with a + f~ = 1, (5) 
where AL - v f l  + y' 2, CUR = ly"]/X/(1 + y' 2)3 and a, fl and r are positive constants to be 
chosen. Note that Q > 0 is needed for the existence of the diffeomorphism. 
Let wl -" t, w2 - y, w3 -- dy/dt ,  w4 = s, and w5 - ds/dt .  The system (1), (2), and (3) then 
becomes 
dr/)1 w5 
du "~- Q '  Wl(a ) -- a, 
dw2 wsw5 
= wl(b)  = b, 
du Q ' 
dwa wsP  
-- Bz(w2(a),  w~(b)) -- O, 
du Q '  
dw4 
= B2(w2( . ) ,  w2(b)) = O, du ws, 
dw5 
du -- 0, w4(a) -- e 
(8) 
where a < u < b, a < w 1 < b, P -- P(Wl,  wa, wa), Q = Q(wl ,  w2,wa), e is to be chosen. The 
suggested Q in (5) becomes 
( '-'J Q(wl ,  w2, wa) = r a~/1 + wa 2 + ~ ~/(1 + wa2la /"  
For all the numerical examples in the next section, we choose r - 1 and c - 0. 
REMARK. The density function Q in (5) is just a sample and may not be the best or optimal. A 
slight generalization of our choice may be Q -- r (a  AL  + fl CUR)  e with e > 0. The parameter e 
may be used to control the degree of concentration of mesh points in the t-space. For example, 
e - 0 corresponds to the case of a uniform mesh. In our numerical computations, the choice of 
e = 1 generally produced better results. Of course, the choice of e larger than 1 could lead to a 
much larger ratio of the maximum to the minimum mesh spacing. 
5. NUMERICAL  EXAMPLES 
We apply the above uniformization technique to the following three examples [5]: 
ey" = y', y(0) - 1, y(1) = 0. (A) 
The exact solution is y(t) = [1 - e(t-1)]']/[1 - e-l/E]. The solution curve changes harply for 
small e and a boundary layer exists near the right-hand boundary. 
e y" - (I - y' 2), y(O) = I = y(1). (B) 
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Table A. Maximum almmlute errors (a = 0.9, 13 = 0.I). 
N h ~ = 1/10 e = 1/100 e = 1/400 
6 0.2 0.34(-1) 0.60(-1) 0.67(-1) 
11 0.1 0.74(-2) 0.27(-1) 0.28(-1) 
21 0.05 0.19(-2) 0.12(-1) 0.15(--1)* 
41 0.025 0.47(-3) 0.26(-2) 0.56(--2)* 
*c~ = 1 and/~ = 0 are used due to the divergence of Newton's Method with c~ = 0.9 
and/3  ---- 0.1. 
Table B. Max imum absolute errors (c~ = 0.9, /3 = 0.1). 
N h e = 1/10 e = 1/100 e = 1/400 
6 0.2 0.82(-2) 0.53(-2) 0.20(-2) 
11 0.1 0.22(-2) 0.53(-2) 0.22(-2) 
21 0.05 0.68(-3) 0.60(-3) 0.17(-3) 
41 0.025 0.17(-3) 0.37(-3) 0.82(-4) 
Table C. Max inmm absolute errors (oL = 0.9, /3 = 0.I). 
N h ~ = 1/10 ~ = 1/100 ~ = 1/200 
6 0.4 0.20(-}-0) 0.20(-I-0) 0.1O(-I-0) 
11 0.2 0.40(-1) 0.47(-1) 0.47(-1) 
21 0.1 0.11(-1) 0.24(-1) 0.23(-1) 
41 0.05 0.24(-2) 0.11(-I) 0.12(-1) 
Table D. Absolute errors in the solution of example A for N ---- 11, m ---- 0.9, and 
/3=0.1 .  
e ---- 1/10  e ---- 1/100 e ---- 1/400 
u 
t error t error t error 
o.o o.oooooo 0.o0(+o) o.oooooo o.oo(+o) o.oooooo 0.oo(+o) 
0.1 0.184266 0.27(-3) 0.195681 0.44(-3) 0.198392 0.37(-4) 
0.2 0.368096 0.14(-2) 0.390248 0.11(-3) 0.398699 0.19(-5) 
0.3 0.546017 0.47(-2) 0.583439 0.56(-3) 0.594916 0.39(-4) 
0.4 0,692719 0.74(-2) 0.774920 0.25(-3) 0.793039 0.40(-5) 
0.5 0.799706 0.68(-2) 0.964271 0.27(-1) 0.991063 0.28(-1) 
0.6 0.874369 0.40(-2) 0.984158 0.70(-2) 0.998062 0.71(-2) 
0.7 0.921773 0.23(-2) 0.990880 0,33(-2) 0.997729 0,34(-2) 
0.8 0.954807 0.13(-2) 0.994902 0.17(-2) 0.998790 0.17(-2) 
0.9 0.979873 0.55(-3) 0,997771 0.71(-3) 0.999444 0.73(-3) 
1.0 1.000000 0.51(-36) 1.000000 0.63(-29) 1.000000 0.25(-34) 
The exact solution 
shape V with small 
is y(t )  = 1 + e In[cosh((t  - 1 /2 ) /~) /eosh(e /2 ) ] .  The solution curve has the 
(there is a turning point at the center). 
ey" = -2 f  - y - 0.3, y(-1) -- 0.1, y(1) -- 0.2. (c) 
The exact solution is y(t )  = c le -ml t+c2e  -m2t -0.3, where Cl "-- 4e  - ra~ - -5e  ra2 , C2 - -  4e -m~ -5e  ral , 
and mz,2 = (1 :F ~/T -~/e .  The solution curve looks like A but with its sharp corner shifted to the 
left-hand boundary, provided e is small (there is a turning point near the left-hand boundmT). 
To discretize the system (6) we propose to use the the well known midpoint rule (box scheme), 
using a uniform mesh. Here the resulting system of nonlinear difference equations is solved by 
damped Newton's method where Newton iterations terminate when the tolerance 10 -8 is reached. 
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The starting guess is taken as the str~ght line between the boundary values. However, this 
guess may be too coarse. Hence, the method of continuation is used; i.e., Newton's iterations 
are continued in e with the values e = 1/id, i - 1, 2,. . .  where d is arbitrarily taken as 10. The 
maximum absolute errors for the examples (A), (B) and (C) are given in Tables (A), (B) and (C), 
respectively. In these tables, N is the number of mesh points and h is the mesh-size (to the uniform 
mesh in the u-space).  Our numerical experiments indicate that the choice of a = 0.9, and r - 1 
(see (5)) is generally satisfactory. The pointwise errors and the distribution of the mesh points 
in t -space for problem (A) with N = 21 are given in Table (D). The computations are carried 
on an IBM PC/AT,  Turbo PascalS, using 'double' floating point (14-digit mantissa). 
REMARK. In our numerical experiments, the effectiveness of the trapezoidal rule weighted against 
that of the box scheme. The results indicate that the difference is not significant. 
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